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Abstract. Renewable energy sources and developing countries facing technologies like india are long-term ability to 

provide solutions to energy problems have. Riya energy is india‟s new capability energy is not only an important part 

of the development plan improving safety and environmental concerns great for remedial and renewable energy lead to 

the market. Solar thermal power (STE), also known as compressed solar power (CSP) it is a growing renewable energy 

technology future potential for power generation in india can be created as an option. The use of solar energy has 

reached a significant margin in recent years. Newly Analyzed Nuclear Fusion We create new standard solar models 

using cross-sections Provide results for heliosystemic measurements and solar neutrino fluxes.  

Keywords: Sun-Neutrinos, Sun-abundances, Heliosysmology, Sun-Interior, Oscillations, Solar Influence, Sun-

Accretion.  

1. Introduction 

  The energy coming from the sun is referred to as solar energy. A solar neutrino is a neutrino formed from a nuclear 

fusion at the center of the sun, and is the most common type of neutrino that can pass through any source seen at any given 

moment on earth. Neutrinos are elementary particles with very small rest mass and neutral charge. Solar family elemental 

push refers to replenishing the chemical components in the entire solar system. More than 99% of the mass of the solar 

system is in the sun, therefore the composition of the sun belongs to the overall solar system a good alternative to the mix. 

Helioseismology is the structure of the sun by douglas off and was developed to study kinetics through its 

oscillations.  These are mainly driven by convection near the surface of the sun caused by sound waves. These are mainly 

near the surface will be operated continuously by convection the sun caused by sound waves. Solar interior core, radiation 

zone and including the convection zone. Halo is the visible surface of the sun. Sun light influences team at lasp is studying 

light from the sun and how it interacts with earth and other planets. Measuring the amount of light emitted by the sun (total 

radiation) that spreads that light across the spectrum, from x-rays to infrared.  In astronomical physics, aggregation is the 

accumulation of particles into a mass by gravity, usually a gaseous substance, on a multiplication disk. Constellations such 

as stars and planets accumulation of most astronomical objects are formed by processes. 

 

2. Sun-Neutrinos 

  One of the most important discoveries in physics, standard solar models (SSMS) play a fundamental role in neutrino taste 

oscillations. Decades later, the solar neutrino problem is particle physics and confuses astronomers, helioseismology also 

allowed us to create accurate image of the solar interior. Between SSMS and helio systemic results the deal was surprisingly 

good - particle for stellar (solar) theory of evolution and missing neutrino problem provides strong support for both the 

physical solution. The most important upgrades to b16 SSMS are several key ones related to updates for nuclear reaction 

rates, in predicted solar neutrino fluxes they have a direct effect despite great advances in the field, and atomic ratios are still 

a major source of uncertainty for neutrino fluxes. In particular, the errors in s34 and s17 are in the test resolutions of f (b) 8 

and f (be) 7. Comparable or larger than uncertainties. Within the solar system, nuclear reactions are as high as 2% this is not 

the only factor contributing to excessive binding errors. Assuming that accurate measurement of cn fluxes in the future 

available, the s114 is now available like a solar center C + N excess probe is a controlling factor in the use of measurements. 

[1] atomic fusion processes, which are driven by the sun, at high temperatures placed, more atoms the nuclei are bound 

together, the result is called neutrinos. A very large number of elementary particles are formed. Neutrinos communicate only 

through weak contact and gravity, so they are smaller from the center of the sun through the earth can infiltrate with or 

without contact. These neutrinos come from the sun near sudbury, canada. Were subjected to 2 km underground in the tunnel 

our measurements at the sutbury neutrino laboratory (SNO).heavy water core in SNO design by using components, clearly 

finished detect how electron neutrinos convert to other active flavours. These two basic neutrino properties are for 

elementary particles beyond the predictions of the standard model. [2] at the center of the sun, it converts hydrogen into 

heliumenergy of nuclear reactions published by series. The primary reaction two low-energy neutrinos thought to be the 

fusion of protons. The so-called pp  neutrinos are whole solar neutrino fluxes. Which is greater than the number expressed in 

subsequent reactions. Solar neutrinos are secondary although detected from processes and contribute to the detection of 

nuclear energy and neutrino oscillations in the sun, proton-proton fusion is far from directly detectable. Here we present the 

spectral observations of pp neutrinos; 99% of the sun's energy is proton- by the proton fusion process this proves that it is 

created. 3.84 3 1033 energies per second. Energy generated by stars for 75 years we know that light comes from combining 
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atoms into heavier atoms. In the sun, the chain of reactions that release hydrogen 26.73 MEV and the electron neutrino is 

converted mainly helium by the pp cycle, and in short 

4p→ 
4
 He + 2e

+
 +2ve 

The cycle consists of two protons, one of which it starts with joining the teacher, which is primary 99.76% of the time the 

reaction occurs 

P+ p→ 
2
 He + e

+
 +ve 

  At this point neutrinos are formed by pp neutrinos and some sequences referred to as nuclear reactions produce neutrinos 

with different energies. The 4
th

 CNO (carbon-nitrogen-oxygen) cycle can also be formed as the primary of the heavier stars, 

but can produce a maximum 1% of the sun's energy.  [3] qualitatively, the transformation of electron-neutrinos into different 

types of neutrinos occurs mainly in the irrational zone. As a result, the linear approximation for the rapidly varying n ~ (t) is 

of ne (t) in the nanotropic region of the neutrino path non-diabetic neutrinos only if there is change is expected to lead to a 

better interpretation of the changes. Reproduced with sufficient accuracy. [4] complete spectral analysis 99 percent solar 

power from the pp chain producing neutrinos. However, no experimental evidence for the CNO cycle has been reported. 

With high statistical significance of neutrinos produced in the CNO cycle in the sun we present live tracking here. The 

testimonial was obtained using borexino's high-radiation, large-scale liquid-scintillation detector, underground in Italy in the 

laboratory nacionel del gran sasso located. Important test challenge was to identify only a handful of high signals per day 

from the background of the 100 ton target - this is due to the interaction of CNO neutrinos. Improvements in detection 

thermal stabilization over the past five years, helped us develop a system that controls the bismuth-210 ratio of contaminants 

in cinderella. In the no cycle, the fusion of hydrogen with carbon, reacted by nitrogen and oxygen, therefore its ratio - as well 

as the duplication of CNO neutrinos- emission - the excess of these elements in the center of the sun depends. So this result 

is the CNO neutrino for direct measurement of solar metallurgy using paves the way. Our funds are CNO mergers in the sun 

calculate the comparative contribution as 1 percent; however, in massive stars, it's energy production is the dominant 

process. This work is primary provides test evidence of the mechanism converting hydrogen to helium in the universe.  [5] 

 

3. Sun-abundances 

 
 Using the new solar flex, we calculate the size of radioactivity that needs to restore agreement with helioseismology to be 

modified.  A maximum of ∼15% change is required at the base of the tropics, while a gentle decrease towards the center is 

required where change is 5%. The required change at the base of the convection sheath is half of the previously estimated 

value. The most important changes caused by the new solar eclipse, an increase of ∼10% in the predicted 13n and 15o 

fluxes, often arise due to excessive increases in c and n in the newly determined solar system. [6] the comparative excesses 

of the heavier elements are modified by reducing the excess levels of oxygen and other elements; we need to restructure the 

opal opacity tables for this new compound. (with) the heavier elements specified in [o / h] p 8.66. In this combination, the 

logarithmic abundance of c, n, o, ne, and ar is reduced by 0.17 than that provided by greaves & sauval, at the same time the 

sizes of the other elements remain the same. The risks of some of these components may vary by slightly different factors, 

but this does not affect our results. We use the state opal equation. In principle, EOS tables should also be modified to take 

into account changes in the composition of the heavy components. This is because for extensive fracture of heavy organs 

EOS is not particularly sensitive pushing. On the other hand, opacity requires recalculation, because of the fully ionized h 

and he regions, although their contribution to EOS is small, the heavier components contribute to the opacity. Below CZ we 

use the x-profile determined from seismic data using the antia & citre (1998) method with the new heavy-element overlay. 

[7] density profile of let‟s look at each solar panel model we compare the seismic reverse density , we compare the seismic 

inverse density, are the density profile of the samples created using the modified masses shows that it varies considerably 

from the density of the sun. Greater than the density of the sun. Density at low CZ rated in reverse results  the errors are 

about 1.5%, for those like dil x, eos systematic errors caused by uncertainty are included. The difference in density is more 

than 15% yes, bigger than bugs on the other hand, gs98 redundancy samples containing are dense within the error range have 

profiles; therefore, these models land are compatible with vibration controls. [8] sun. And various accelerations across the 

heliosphere number of particles from sources an important signature energy that can be distinguished- particle abundance 

distribution has been found. Will explode two well-defined particles of solar phenomena vary into classes. These event 

classes as "stimulus" and "gradually" in general  indicates an extended duration. Gradual or prolonged x-ray events with 

coronal mass ejection (CMEs) related. This is for the coronal and the planets  are described, the corresponding soft x-ray can 

create shock waves in between. Step by step the energy particles of events are dominated by protons pay, but most of the C-

Fe elements are solar associated with the amplitudes in the corona. Sun. Elements in the ionizing states found in air are 

found. It is associated with the surrounding corona 2.96% temperature in large proton cases related to CMEs, and cme-

related shocks accelerate the particles. Of the heliosphere as it spreads over most of the corona and the sun objects around in 

the air. Most important proton events involve gradual combustion. So, what is surprising in recent years is, did not come 

from the particles in these cases the sun is associated with the amplitudes in the corona  sunlight, but from CME-activated 

shock.[9] 

4. Heliosysmology 

 
 Current solar neutrino data on solar core properties controls. Model and solar for MAC 0.01 m global comparison of flux 

metal-bat and rejects both metal-end in the case of delayed accumulation. While creating a tropical compound compatible 

with agss09, we emphasized the inability of our solar models to meet all helioseismology and solar neutrino constraints, and 
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our study will not exhaust all it is important to recognize that possibilities. As a result, future tasks will take into account 

simultaneous variations in y and z present preliminary study has laid the foundation for such future work, i.e., substance, 

concentration or a very naive treatment of a combination of z reduction is not sufficient calculate all. In fact, the initial results 

of the current work, variations in the y / x ratio of the accumulated material at the helio systemic levels indicates that it will 

lead to simultaneous improvements. [10] the sun at the base of the tropics is the docline sun and this is the sun is an important 

part of the dynamics of dynamo. In this area, global the speed of sound predicted by heliosismology is rapid; with standard 

solar model the pump emits approximately 0.4% compared. Global heliosysmology possible latitudinal variations between 

the northern and southern hemispheres or no information on asymmetry was provided. Two dimensions of solar theory for 

tomographic imaging, it uses radial and latitudinal variations in the speed of sound. Predicts. Of surface and deep focus 

measurement schemes and both we develop a time-distance heliosysmology technique that incorporates the compound. No. 

We technique using artificial sunlight data obtained from simulations we are testing. This technique simplifies the main 

features of togolese models successful recovery. Time-distance heliosismology is the travel of sound waves measuring time; 

it travels from one solar surface to another via the solar interior spreads on curved paths. Sound found in these two separate 

places these measurements are made by calculating the cross-link between the signals are done. In practice, to improve the 

signal-to-noise ratio, a specific the cross-links between the sound signals at the point are the average signal of a cycle 

calculated or is part of its ring. In such measurements if all the radiation paths are connected in one surface space, this 

measurement scheme often referred to as surface focus. All radiation paths via a point located within the sunwhen going, this 

project is often referred to as deep focus. [11]  heliosysmology, the study of the sun using solar waves has given us 

instructions for studying the interior. Swings in 1962 were found. As global waves by ulrich, liebacher and stein 

heliosysmology in detail to study the interior of the sun, as described used. In most cases the value of solar waves is less than 

10−5 is the detection of the solar interior, with comparative errors and the highest accuracy. Heliosysmology is very much for 

studying the properties of the sun and solar products proven to be a valuable tool. The solar system and kinetics are 

unprecedented we know with details. Used to create solar (and star) models read the various inputs and see if some of the 

inputs are actually better than others heliosysmology has allowed us to show. [12] time-distance heliosismology is one of the 

most useful tools for measuring wave travel times is the set. It consists of the following steps. Of linear sight speed wave 

travel time is best measured from continuous maps. Mi such provides measurements with high consistency (45 seconds), thus 

almost ideal provides us with data sets. Mail using standard data processing techniques databases are monitored and 

redesigned for the program. Disk center (512 × 512 pixels) with a fixed pixel size of 1.46mm we only observe 12 hours. 

Thus, four consecutive 12-hour dopplergrams suitable for travel time measurements we have received databases. Focus on a 

small link near the center of the disk we pay, so the mail program cartesian integration system (x, y, z) is approximate 

estimates where x represents the direction of the solar rotation, y from south to north and z is the height. Small view, planned 

setbacks from the cartesian system coordinates are very short. Data to separate different shapes of solar waves the cubes were 

temporarily filtered. In this study we use the surface gravity (f) mode we only use. Travel time following the gizon & birch 

(2004) approach measured. This is the linearity of travel times from the measured signal cross quarries provides fit and the 

noise is strong. Travel times are 5-20 per year pixels radius and center to binary geometry from center to year measured. 48 

travel time for each of the four dopplergram databases provides a set of maps. These travel times are reversed, as described 

separately are converted upside down into runs using weights. [13] 

 

5. Sun-Interior 

  Helioseismology has given us instructions for studying the the structure and dynamics of the solar system. The current 

solar cycle is the state of the process we must first examine the changes that occur in the sun when changing. Solar 

oscillation frequencies known to change over time. The solar interior is the core of the global dynamo component, as it may 

be due to the sun's 22 year magnetic field rotation in general is believed. The preferred method for magnifying the sun's 

magnetic field is to create the toroidal field intersecting the pre-existing poloidal field with a different rotation in the 

tachocline area. This, in turn, is caused by turbulent convection with rotational impact and associated meridian cycles. 

Reynolds cut by a combination of pressures and it is believed that the overall difference cycle is established. [14] plasma 

radiation properties are integrated into the study of astronomy, inert and magnetic block and hot dense material. However, 

the opacity calculations for these problems are approximate for a number of nuclear processes. Also, such as continuous 

reduction and spectral line expansion samples for basic events are often not tested. Therefore, by comparison with photon 

absorption measurements, i am interested in evaluating theoretical opacities. In response, to measure the transfer of photons 

from the plasma to the solar interior tests were performed on the xantia national laboratories z-machine. One the main 

objectives of the experiments were helio systematic observations and solar models is to correct the discrepancies between, 

and solar radiation-convection they can be compromised by a 15% increase in photovoltaic near the boundary. [15] the 

purpose of this study was to identify indoor PCMs for energy storage in a lightweight passive solar room is to present an 

analytical method for improvement. First, change the optimal phase in order to obtain a general rule for temperature, a 

specific time limit the best model of interior PCM panel is provided subject to condition. In a cycle also called the optimal 

balance between stored and released energy is defined. Next, install an internal PCM for energy storage in a lightweight 

passive solar chamber a simplified model was established to improve theoretically. Further the total magnitude of the optimal 

phase transition temperature and latent heat capacity to calculate, analyze the benefits of indoor PCM for energy saving 

equations are also provided. From analytical equations, internal to energy saving the main influence factors of PCM are easy 

to understand, and optimal transition temperature and latent heat capacity can be calculated in a light passive solar room. 

Finally, for energy savings in direct profit room with beijing's realistic outdoor climate, the analysis method is used to 
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improve the interior PCM. The analysis is optimized verified number with the results of detailed simulations based on the 

NTLP model agrees. The scheme of direct gain passive solar room is shown in figure 1. 

 
FIGURE 1. Sun-Interior 

 

  Solar energy transmitted by PCM panels (partition walls, floor and ceiling) attached to interior surfaces and act as 

internal heat storage panels. PCM absorbs energy during the day, while PCM absorbs fluid during the day converts to solid 

state, releases energy and when room temperature drops in the evening solidifies again. [16] solar radiation in winter to heat 

rooms naturally collect offices are facing south. South face to prevent direct radiation in summer  m is protected by the 

projectile. Effects of daily variation of outdoor temperature 2 includes the use of massive walls to reduce, from extreme 

temperatures the basic plan of construction is to block the interior. These with high thermal stability the wall provides good 

insulation of the building and reduces the waves of indoor temperature. The purpose of this section is to assimilate the 

cooling system and the efficiency of energy storage and with an external energy storage tank with conventional liquid 

absorption systems comparable. Yamani suction heat pump performance curves a used for simulations of a conventional 

suction pump, building loads are left intact. Simulations have been made for different storage modules ranging from 2m
3
 to 

65m
3
. [17] 

 

6. Oscillations 

  Observations from marsh & walsh (2006) explain the transformation and the photospheric b-method by magnetic field 

transmitting oscillations into the corona. Five minute oscillations in the umbrella light of sunspots are found, and they are 

shown as connected. For a 5 min centered global b-mode oscillation distribution. Waves in the 3 minute time range are found 

at sunspots above the chromosphere for many years. It is assumed that fluctuations in the 3 minute time range may be due to 

the amplitude of the amplitude of the photospheric p-mode spectrum. Demonstrates that the 3 minute range force in the 

chromosphere is 5 minute range from the key on the halo due to linear wave propagation. 3 minute oscillations are also 

observed umbrella changing area. The results presented here suggest that we can solve these oscillations as p-mode 

frequencies at four close intervals. Zhukov calculated the spectrum of eigenmots in the vertical by the magnetic field of the 

sunspot at ambra, and by the strong magnetic field at the point of the sun found that 3 min umbrella oscillations are caused 

by modified p-shapes. Zhukov (2005) same as umbrella oscillations using the vibration filtration method solves eigenvalue 

problem by calculating spectrum, and 3 minute oscillations atmospheric photospheric p-mode is part of the spectrum. 

Frequencies found here and their intervals are consistent with the results of the juko (2005) model and may indicate detection 

of p4; p5; p6 and p7 in the solar transition region photospheric p-shapes. These results are the future of umbrella agents 

precise observation controls for modeling offer. This is more than mentioned here a detailed discussion of the characteristics 

of the solved methods is required. [18] echo b-mode oscillations of the sun during the cycle of solar activity  it is now well 

established that the critical parameters describing change. the frequency variations of the global synchronization patterns 

observations are the first parameter changes discovered almost two decades ago. Our aim in this study is the excitation of 

low-angle (low-l) methods and linking this knowledge base by providing variations in mitigation parameters. Esa / nasa soho 

satellite: low frequency instrument global oscillations; and sun photometer (SPM) photovoltaics  and variation of the 

gravitational oscilloscope. Of the time variation of these parameters the investigation requires careful analysis, and two more 

the consistency of the kind of observations makes them. Highly relevant for such a study. Furthermore, for the first time we 

are developing a correction process that golf allows data to be treated as a single set, which compensates for changes in the 

functional structure of the task. [19] observations made in the first 3 months of 1994 with a new tool called low we basically 

provide the measurement of the solar eclipse. This tool has low and intermediate degrees of solar fluctuations allows 

simultaneous monitoring with spatial resolution. We measured 673 times the frequency range from 1 to 80 degrees, we also 

divided these upside down to get an estimate of the solar inner rotation profile from 0.2 to 0.85 r. The accuracy of this 

measurement is 11% to 15% on the outside. 0.2% in r and deeper in the sun causing better barriers than ever before indoors. 

Observations using integrated sunlight provide measurements of low frequency splits; however, these observations do not 

show spatial distinction between individual oscillation modes, so sampling of hybrid systems is required to obtain splits. This 

technique is large and low scale has produced several reports of frequency splits and conflicting reports of moderate fissures, 

this is at the rate of rotation of the deep solar interior contributes to uncertainty. [20] also, near the 75 ° latitude of the 

submerged polar jet we have found some evidence that it rotates faster than its immediate surroundings. Superficially relative 

smooth latitude variation, toggle straps, slightly faster and the slow rotation is 10 ° to 15 at each latitude will it last? These 

are relatively weak nuclei are reversed to a depth of about 5% of the sun's radius. Reported from previous surface Doppler 

studies correspond to the evolutionary form of "torque oscillations". [21] 
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7. Solar Influence 

 
 The radiation-controlled state lasts longer at the maximum point of the sun, and the stratospheric subtropical jet reaches 

high speeds. Large drive for relatively weak radiation force the reaction can be understood by the bipolar nature of the winter 

atmosphere. Sun exposure in the upper and lower layers, by modulating the internal structure of the variation in the polar 

night jet and brewer-dobson cycle it is recommended that it be sent to the lower tier zone. Observational studies indicate a 

major solar impact in the lower stratosphere. When the equator is divided according to the phase of qbo this is especially 

evident in the nh winter. However, in this study, more than other places in the middle atmosphere the first focus is on the 

stratosphere where uv impact is expected to be greater and more direct, the problem of downward penetration of solar 

influences is then explored. [22] the literature related to how solar variation affects the climate is extensive but based on 

insufficient statistics and uncertain practices. Common shortcomings are outlined in this review. Excellent estimates of solar 

influence at global average air surface temperatures show relatively small effects compared to anthropological changes. 

Large percentage variations are found in the uv emissions emanating from the lower solar atmosphere and this affects the 

stratosphere in the earth's central atmosphere about 10 to 50 km. Still changeable is the fact that solar x-rays and ultraviolet 

(euv) emissions form in the upper solar atmosphere and dominate the behavior of the earth's upper atmosphere, in addition to 

these electromagnetic outputs, the sun modifies energetically charged particle flows over the earth. Solar energy particles 

(seps) are emitted by solar flares and vibration nodes, which form before supersonic emission from the corona. This study 

discusses and evaluates the potential effects of variations in solar emissions on earth's climate. "top-down" mechanisms 

include modulating stratospheric temperature and wind modulating solar ultraviolet radiation, which can affect the earth's 

climate and the underlying tropical climate. Total solar radiation variations cause surface temperature changes and are in 

conflict with the „bottom-up‟ effects that bind upwards with the tropics.[23] the results of this study are based on the earth's 

climatic system and the sun's energy output. Demonstrates that it is highly sensitive to weak disturbances measurements 

previously examined, but also from the century to millennium measurements documented here. Although the early holocene 

traces of ice continued to have a climate impact, the apparent solar reaction in the north atlantic was strong as the orbital 

structure changed from the holocene optimal state over the last few thousand years. Supports the assumption that solar 

variation will continue to affect the climate in the future, based on the expansion of evidence from the last 1000 years. Based 

on north atlantic skiing and surface hydrography if it connects with the sun and stars in the stratosphere, atmospheric 

dynamics and their connection to the rotation of the ocean are important to illustrating the centuries and millennia of climate 

change. [24] the major changes in last season's solitude have a well-documented impact on the Indian summer monsoon. 

However, the effect of solar variation from a small decade to a century is minimal. Evidence suggests that earth's climate is 

affected by solar production sensitive to small changes over the holocene over the centuries. The recently released proxy 

record for sunspot operation compared to the newly revised Indian high rain clear record of high sum, reveals several 

intervals of summer rainfall during the holocene, ranging in size from decades to centuries. Weak summer monsoons are 

associated with low solar production. Small changes in solar radiation our results suggest that the tropical monsoon may 

bring about pronounced changes. Variations in the magnitude of the monsoon winds from several decades to the first century 

were very large, with early holocene random sunspot numbers.[25] 

 

8. Sun-Accretion 

 We create new static newly analyzed nuclear fusion cross-sections using solar models and heliosystemic measurements 

and provide results for solar neutrino fluxes. Solar power the status of the problem was discussed. Non-standard solar 

samples collected from the protoplanetary disk explored whether this would solve the problem. This is the first attempt to 

explore a wide range of non-uniform solar models, which can be created by aggregation, and we design it dynamically. Let 

us examine the range of accumulation histories, which vary in the epoch in which the mass, composition and accumulation 

of gas occur. The detailed heliocystic properties of these samples and their neutrino flux properties were examined to 

determine which models were compliant with the various monitoring controls. Considering the implications of models for 

future proposed neutrino experiments that could be made possible by the detection of cn-rotating neutrinos, what types of 

aggregation samples can be directly rejected by such neutrino measurements? Which can be directly connected with the 

latest sources for the surface mass of the sun this paper establishes the basis for future aggregation studies. And similar stars 

and these differences are possible in the possible connections with the chemistry of protoplanetary disks. [26] we create the 

diversity of all the planets and the geochemical evolution at the same time. Such an approach provides an important 

additional test of the reliability of n-body simulations. Such an approach to n-body simulations provides an important 

additional test of reliability. Such randomness and complex events are impossible - of integration and differentiation the 

purpose is to define the right conditions and processes remember that is not the case. Conversely, potential limitations and 

aimed at providing strong indications of processes we have. Here we describe the algorithm approach in detail and about the 

results of six grand tag acquisition simulations we discuss. In the following paper, the method described here, the results a 

large number of collections for statistical analysis used for simulations. [27] the implementation of the linden-bell and 

brinkle (1974) theory deals with the effects of scattering on a viscous accumulating disk, which is used in the case of sun 

formation. Integration in linden-bell and pringle is hydrostatic and rotation refers to the inward flow of an object joining a 

central object in equilibrium. In the application reported here, affecting the surface of the ancient solar nebula, located at the 

center of the cloud, there is an additional accumulation mechanism that involves the fall of an object from a collapsing 
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galaxy. That‟s the whole point of this collection throughout this article the old solar nebula was described as the primitive  

solar acquisition disk. [28] accumulation scenarios are defined based on the time of multiplication. Physically, however, 

relevant the characteristic is the thickness of the convection sheath. Therefore, until the organ diffusion effects are minimal 

and the accumulation occurs sufficiently prematurely, only the thickness of the convection sheath is a physically appropriate 

parameter. For this reason, young the sun also avoids a whole tropical hyacinth phase and consequently forms a thin 

convection sheath after a few miles, the intermediate and delayed accumulation results are valid, restricting these alternate 

evolutionary tracks. [29] the accumulation of 1 au of planets the sun has a happy ending, but the asteroid something went 

wrong with the belt. No planets in this region did not form or they only survived for a short time. The label of short-lived 

isotopes found in many meteorites is in the millions refers to asteroids formed over the years. Asteroid, however at least 100 

times more solids than there are on the belt today if only, the size bodies of the series and vesta would be faster accumulated, 

so to the current low mass of the asteroid belt explanation required. [30] 

 

9. Conclusion 

  Solar neutrinos are detected from secondary processes and contribute to the detection of atomic and neutrino oscillations 

in the sun, while proton-proton fusion is not directly detectable. We develop new static newly analyzed nuclear fusion cross-

sections provide results using solar models and heliosystemic measurements and solar neutrino fluxes. The literature related 

to how solar variation affects the climate is extensive - but in terms of adequate statistics and uncertain practices. Common 

shortcomings are outlined in this review. Density profile of inch solar panel model v gumber the density of the sun. 
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